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Abstract: Urban forests by the riverside are important habitats for various animals and contribute
various soundscapes for citizens. Unfortunately, urban forests are exposed to the influence of
riverside traffic noises from freeways. This study aims to explore the spatial and temporal variation
of soundscape, conduct soundscape optimization for multiple parameters, and find a balance and
its interval of soundscape elements through optimizing a soundscape map. Questionnaires and
measuring equipment were used to gather soundscape information in an urban forested area in
Fuzhou, China. Diurnal variations and soundscape mapping were used to analyze spatial and
psychophysical relationships between soundscape drivers. We then conducted optimization for
a soundscape map, which included normalization, critical value determination, target interval of
optimal SPL determination, and modification of SPL and mapping. Our findings suggest that
biological activities and natural phenomena are potential drivers for diurnal variation of soundscapes,
especially tidal phenomena contributing water and shipping soundscapes. Our results also suggest
that all the high values of perceived soundscapes were found at the southwest corner of the study
area, which includes both riverside and urban forest elements. Furthermore, we suggest combining
both optimal soundscape and SPL correction maps to aid in sustainable design in urban forests. This
can contribute to the understanding and methodology of soundscape map optimization in urban
forests when proposing suitable design plans and conservation of territorial sound.

Keywords: soundscape; urban forests; mapping; optimal process; China

1. Introduction

An urban forested area is an important part of urban green infrastructure. It encom-
passes the trees and shrubs in an urban area, including those in yards, along streets and
utility corridors, in protected areas, and in watersheds [1]. Urban forests provide a variety
of potential benefits to residents, such as sustainable cooling for cities [2], improved air
quality [3,4], noise reduction [5], and improved sensory landscapes such as lightscapes [6],
soundscapes [7,8], and smellscapes. These potential benefits play a key role in the con-
struction of a healthy city. The World Health Organization (WHO) has announced goals
for healthy cities, which aim to continuously improve the health and quality of life of
city dwellers [9]. A healthy city is one that continually creates and improves its physical
and social environments and expands community resources to enable people to mutually
support each other. Previous studies of built environments have suggested that blue-green
spaces, which are composed mainly of plants and water resources, are an important carrier
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of a healthy city as they contribute to a landsense ecology in sustainable cities [10]. Ur-
ban forested areas near water also play a potential role in healthy cities as they generally
have similar compositions to blue-green spaces, which suggests that we should pay more
attention to these areas.

Urban forests by riversides are important habitats for various animals. These animals
occupy their ecological niche in land, river, and air [11]. The location of urban forests
can influence the diversity of animal species. For example, in urban downtown areas,
urban forests by the riverside perform the same function as an urban waterfront park [12].
Pets are animals that often accompany their owners during recreational activities in urban
downtown areas, which suggests a lack of terrestrial wildlife in urban environments [13].
Contrary to the lack of terrestrial wildlife, wild birds, especially aquatic birds by riversides,
occupy the predominant positions in the forested area of downtown. In suburbs, urban
forests near the riverside also function as wetlands, suggesting that various wildlife inhabits
here [14]. These various animals contribute to the production of biological sound (biophony)
in the soundscape. Previous studies have demonstrated that biophony can reduce pressure
experienced by people living in high-density cities, further contributing to the development
of healthy cities [7]. For our study, we have chosen to focus on understanding soundscapes
in urban forests near the riverside.

Unfortunately, urban development has resulted in many issues for urban forests
located near riversides [15,16]. As most urban rivers are located near freeways, the most
notable and serious issue for urban rivers is traffic pollution, which includes air pollution
from traffic emissions, light pollution from car lights, and noise pollution from car horns [17].
Some scholars have conducted research on optimal solutions for landscape visual quality
assessment and urban heat mitigation [18–20]. There are differences in the penetration
capacity of these pollution sources, where noise pollution is strong and easily perceived
by the public. The noise pollution spreads into forested areas along freeways at urban
forest boundaries, contributing to a negative effect on the soundscape [21]. Urban forest
planners and landscape designers do not know how to optimize or minimize noise exposure
and negative soundscapes, which is an application gap in urban scenarios. Therefore,
optimizing a soundscape map is necessary for urban forests near riversides to provide
optimal references for planners and designers.

Previous studies of soundscape optimization have mainly focused on optimal solutions
for a single parameter, such as clarifying the optimization threshold through psychophys-
ical laws and linear regression, auditory augmented reality, etc. [22,23]. There is a lack
of optimal solutions for multiple parameters, especially when finding a balance between
perceived soundscape elements. Another potential research gap is that soundscape opti-
mization is disposable and single-round in general, which suggests that we should focus
on achieving multi-round optimization for optimal soundscape. The challenges with these
research gaps are how to find a balance and its interval of soundscape elements through
multi-round optimization of a soundscape map and then continuously optimize the urban
forest. Thus, the following three research questions were asked: (1) Do biological activities
and natural phenomena influence the diurnal variation of the soundscape? (2) What is the
relationship between subjective and objective data in soundscape maps? (3) How can we
apply the optimal soundscape map?

We suggest multiple steps to conduct optimization for a soundscape map for multiple
parameters between perceived soundscape elements and provide the possibility of multi-
round optimization, contributing to being infinitely close to an extremely optimal solution
after multiple rounds of optimization. SPL (LAeq) is the most widely used index to measure
noise levels in urban and forest environments [24]. Thus, LAeq is selected as a physical
parameter of the optimal soundscape.

This study aims to highlight the importance of urban forests near riversides and fill
some of the research gaps in optimizing a soundscape map. Specifically, this study aims to
(1) explore the spatial and temporal variation of soundscape in urban forests by riverside;
(2) conduct soundscape optimization for multiple parameters; and (3) find a balance and
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interval of soundscape elements through soundscape map optimization. The findings and
methodology developed in this study aim to contribute to soundscape conservation and
sustainable design in urban forests.

2. Methodology
2.1. Study Area

Our study was conducted in Fuzhou, Fujian, China, which has a subtropical marine
monsoon climate. Our observation site was Fuzhou Beach Park (FBP), an important forested
area that has a total area of 200,000 m2 and widths that vary between 30 m and 200 m. FBP
is located on both sides of the Hongtang Bridge, along the Wulong River (see Figure 1). FBP
is also surrounded by a university and several communities; thus, FBP is mainly visited
by residents, students, and tourists. The entrance to FBP is close to a freeway, which often
experiences rush hour.
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Figure 1. The location of the study area in Fuzhou.

To meet the demand and behavior of visitors, the area of FBP is divided into multiple
functional spaces, which include urban forest space, entrance distribution space, and beach
recreation space (see Figure 2). The beach recreation space is surrounded by urban forests and
a river, which meets the need for visitors to be close to nature. The dominant tree species in the
urban forests and entrance distribution spaces include masson pine (Pinus massoniana), moun-
tain ebony (Bauhinia purpurea), linden (Ficus religiosa), and araucaria (Araucaria cunninghamii),
whereas hemp palm (Trachycarpusortune) is the dominant tree species in the beach recreation
space. Similarly, various animals, such as the intermediate egret (Ardea intermedia), myna
(Acridotheres cristatellus), and common tern (Sterna hirundo), inhabit this urban forested area.
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Overall, the urban forested areas within FBP contain high levels of forest cover and
potential sources for sounds, which makes FBP a suitable area for soundscape research in
urban forests. To contribute to soundscape mapping, seventy-eight observation sites that
were evenly distributed at 30 m intervals were selected in FBP.

2.2. Soundscape Data

Based on the condition of the study area, various nature resources contributed to
potential soundscape resources. Questionnaires and measuring equipment were used to
gather soundscape information in Fuzhou Beach Park.

A questionnaire was conducted to inquire about the perceived occurrence and pleasure
of soundscapes. According to [25,26], soundscapes are comprised of three main classes:
geophony, biophony, and anthrophony. Our questionnaires included: six categories for
geophony, including “leaves rustling”, “branches swaying” and “water”, and three blank
spaces; six categories for biophony, including “birdsong”, “insects”, “barking”, and three
blank spaces; and fourteen categories for anthrophony, including “traffic”, “broadcast”,
“ringtone”, “shipping”, “sanitation”, “plant pruning”, “footsteps”, “speech”, “children”,
“singing”, “peddling”, and three blank spaces. The first section of the questionnaire deter-
mined the presence or absence of soundscape elements before each category. The second
section utilized the following five-point ordinal scale [7,27] for the pleasantness of perceived
soundscape in urban forests (PSUF) for geophony, biophony, and anthrophony: “not pleas-
ant at all (+1)”, “slightly pleasant (+2)”, “moderately pleasant (+3)”, “very pleasant (+4)”,
and “extremely pleasant (+5)”. The third section asked about the questionee’s information,
such as age, gender, and hearing ability.

Meanwhile, we conducted a measuring process for a sound environment. SPL (LAeq) is
the most widely spread index to measure noise levels in urban environments and forest en-
vironments [24]. Thus, this parameter was adopted to express objective information about
the soundscape. The LAeq was measured using Type-1 sound level meters (AWA6228+) at
1.5 m above the ground during the survey.

2.3. Procedure
2.3.1. Participants and Measurements

Participants were actively recruited on-site, and the majority of the participants were
park visitors. A total of 317 participants (male = 149, female = 168, average 27.6 ± 3.9) with
normal hearing took part in the questionnaire. Based on our participants alone, it can be
said that visitors to the study area are mainly young and middle-aged. All participants were
exposed to the soundscape in a standing position at each site for five minutes, and LAeq
was measured simultaneously using five Type-1 sound level meters. Then, the participants
spent one minute filling out questionnaires. Equipment measurements were repeated three
times at each observation site.

Tests were conducted on sunny days in November 2019, December 2019, and January
2020, not including holidays. The test included five time periods: morning (6:00–9:00)
and (9:00–12:00), afternoon (12:00–15:00) and (15:00–18:00), and evening (18:00–21:00). The
population distributions of the questionnaire in different periods were 48, 77, 54, 67, and
71 participants, respectively. Before the test began, all participants were told the details
of the study and required to sign a consensus outlining the procedures and details of the
survey, including content, purpose, and methodology. Furthermore, participants could
quit the study at any point if they felt uncomfortable during the process.

2.3.2. Optimizing a Soundscape Map

A soundscape is that acoustic environment as perceived, experienced, or understood
by a person or people in context [28]. Sound sources in urban forests are generated by nature
or human activity. Thus, soundscapes include the superposition and mixing of geophony,
biophony, and anthrophony in urban forests [29]. We considered optimal soundscape to be
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when a perceptual balance is reached among these three soundscape elements. Therefore,
optimizing a soundscape map included four steps (see Figure 3).
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Step 1: Normalization. Due to the fluctuating extremes of the perceived soundscape,
we considered eliminating interval differences through normalization. The normalized
interval of perceived soundscape was [0, 1] for geophony, biophony, and anthrophony.
We then conducted a process of soundscape mapping as a reference to the present spatial
distribution, which is performed using ArcGIS.

Step 2: Determining the critical value. The critical value for the perceptual balance
should be considered when finding the optimal target interval of SPL (LAeq). After the
normalization process, the 0.5 value represents the average of the perceived soundscape.
To effectively and feasibly gradually improve perceived soundscape in urban forests, we
considered 0.5 as the critical value of perceived soundscape in a round of optimization.
Based on this critical value, multiple rounds may be performed later.

Step 3: Determining the target interval of optimal SPL. Based on the relationship
between subjective and objective data of the soundscape, we determined the target interval
of optimal SPL according to the critical value from the previous step. Previous studies have
suggested that negative artificial sound weakens the positive effects of natural sound [30].
Thus, the target interval for an optimal soundscape is to find the following conditions:
(1) perceived soundscape scores are 0.5 or above for at least two categories of soundscape
(geophony, biophony, and anthrophony); (2) perceived anthrophony is not below 0.5.

Step 4: Modifying SPL and mapping. According to the obtained optimal interval,
we optimized the soundscape outside the optimal interval by modifying SPL. The modified
SPL data were mapped to corresponding observation sites. We then conducted a process of
soundscape mapping as a guide to optimal spatial distribution.

Furthermore, by combining the referenced and guidance soundscape mapping, we
could propose suitable design plans for different spatial locations. If we wanted to optimize
the soundscape further, we would start from the first step again and conduct multiple
optimal processes.

3. Result
3.1. Diurnal Variation of Soundscape
3.1.1. Perceived Soundscape Elements at Different Time Periods

Perceived soundscape elements obtained from questionnaires were summed and classi-
fied. This included “leaves rustling”, “branches swaying”, and “water” for geophony; “bird-
song”, “footsteps”, “speech”, “insects”, “peddling”, “barking”, “children”, and “singing”
for biophony; and “traffic”, “broadcast”, “ringtone”, “shipping”, “sanitation”, and “plant
pruning” for anthrophony. These perceived soundscape elements suggest that there are
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various soundscapes in the study area. As shown in Figure 4, our results indicated that
anthrophony occupies a majority of the soundscape (accounting for 58.82%), and the peri-
odicity of the anthrophony also influences soundscape variation. Thus, a diurnal variation
analysis of the perceived soundscape (see Figure 5) was conducted.
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The above figure demonstrates that “leaves rustling”, “branches swaying” in geophony,
and “speech” in anthrophony were distributed in all time periods, which suggests that
the natural phenomena of river wind and individuals’ speech may occur in diurnal varia-
tion. Between the period of 9:00–12:00, there was a maximal gap of perceived soundscape
elements between natural sound (geophony and biophony) and unnatural sound (an-
throphony), with a ratio of 4:9. There was a minimal difference in perceived soundscape
elements between the period of 6:00–9:00, with a ratio of 1:1. but the number of biophony
and anthrophony elements remained the same during this time. Specifically, results showed
that “birdsong” and “peddling” occurred before night (18:00–21:00) and after morning
(06:00–09:00), respectively. These sound elements were also dominant throughout the day,
with an overlapping period between 09:00 and 18:00. This suggested that the most frequent
biological and human activities in the study area occur between 09:00–18:00. We also found
that when “shipping” was perceived, “water” would also be perceived, which indicated a
potential relationship between the sailing time and tide.

3.1.2. Sound Pressure Level in Main Distribution Spaces

The flow rate of individuals influences the sound pressure level of the main distribu-
tion spaces. Figure 5 shows the SPL of each distribution space within the main distribution
spaces, which include the entrance distribution space, urban forest space, and beach recre-
ation space. The period with the lowest SPL was between 12:00 and 15:00 and occurred
mainly in the urban forest area, which indicated low biological activities at this time. The
period with the highest SPL was between 18:00 and 21:00 and was found to occur mainly in
the entrance distribution space. Similarly, our results also showed that periods of high SPL
were found at 06:00–09:00 and 15:00–18:00, which suggested a potential relation between
biological activities and rush hour. Interestingly, we found that the average SPL of urban
forest space was higher than that of beach recreation areas between 18:00 and 21:00, and
bird activity decreased after dusk, which suggested that individuals may participate in
more recreational activities at night in nearby green spaces than water.

Our results showed that the “North entry plaza” had the most periods where the SPL
was at its highest, which was distributed in the interval [57.2, 62.0] dBA. We also found
that SPL at the “North entry plaza” decreased during the non-rush hour between 9:00
and 15:00. This may be due to the entry plaza being near an expressway, where SPL may
have been influenced by traffic noise. In the urban forest space, the SPL for “Sightseeing
platform for flowers” was highest and distributed in the interval [56.9, 59.7] dBA. The
“Sightseeing platform for flowers” acts as a transition space between the urban forest and
beach recreation spaces and plays a role in the function of stopping and staying for rest. In
the beach recreation space, the SPL for “Mansha pavilion in beach” was highest and most
distrusted in the interval [53.7, 61.4] dBA. This space acts not only as a resting place, but
also as an active place for beach activities.

3.2. Soundscape Mapping

The psychological quantity of geophony, biophony, and anthrophony was distributed
in the intervals [2.6, 3.9], [2.3, 3.6], and [1.1, 2.3], respectively. We then conducted a
normalization process to transfer the interval to [0, 1]. The process of soundscape mapping
was then conducted based on the subjective and objective data of the soundscape (see
Figure 6).

Figure 6a shows that high SPL was distributed in the “North entry plaza” and the
nearby urban forest space, followed by the “Main entry plaza”, while the beach recreation
space presented a relatively low SPL. Figure 6b demonstrates that the positive perception
of geophony was mainly distributed to the beach recreation space and urban forest space,
which suggested an attention tendency for individuals to water and plant space. As shown
in Figure 6c, the positive perception of biophony was mainly distributed to the urban forest
space and entrance distribution space, which may be attributed to an attraction towards
birds in plants nearby the entrance distribution space and existing plants in the urban forest
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space. Furthermore, our results showed that the negative perception of anthrophony was
mainly distributed to urban forest space, but this distribution trend was opposite for beach
recreation space and entrance distribution space (see Figure 6d).
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When the results from Figure 5a,b are combined, we can see that, from the low SPL and
the positive perception of geophony around the waterfront, the SPL of water soundscapes is
relatively low. These combined figures also show that high SPL and the positive perception
of geophony are mainly distributed in urban forest space, which suggests that wind energy
causes leaves and branches to vibrate and produce strong sound energy. Likewise, when
Figure 6a,c are combined, our results show a similar tendency between SPL and perceived
biophony, suggesting a balance between the sound environment and biological activities.
Additionally, as shown both in Figure 6a,d, there is a negative relationship between SPL
and perceived anthrophony in beach recreation spaces, especially around the waterfront,
and an opposite tendency in the “Main entry plaza”.

3.3. Optimal Soundscape Interval and Guided Mapping

Through quadratic fitting analysis, our results showed a positive relationship between
SPL and natural soundscape (geophony and biophony), with R-squared being 0.93 and
0.90, respectively. Likewise, there was a negative relationship between SPL and unnat-
ural soundscape (anthrophony), with R-squared being 0.93. Specifically, most scores of
perceived biophony were higher than perceived geophony when SPL was the same.

Furthermore, Figure 7 (left) demonstrates that the target SPL interval of the optimal
soundscape was [51.6, 56.2]. When SPL was higher than 51.6 dBA within this interval, the
scores of perceived geophony and anthrophony both exceeded 0.5. Similarly, when SPL
was higher than 53.2 dBA, perceived biophony exceeded 0.5. Figure 7 (left) also shows that
when the SPL exceeded 56.2 dBA, the score of perceived anthrophony would be lower than
0.5, suggesting that this SPL is a critical value in the optimal interval.
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Following the goal of obtaining an optimal interval, we maintained, enhanced, and
weakened the soundscape by modifying SPL at our observation sites. The modified process
included maintaining SPL within the optimal interval, enhancing SPL if the value was
lower than 51.6 dBA to the optimal interval, and weakening SPL if the value was higher
than 56.2 dBA to the optimal interval. We then conducted soundscape mapping for SPL
after the modification process. Figure 7 (right) shows that high SPL was distributed in the
“Park service center” and urban forest space, while low SPL was distributed in the beach
recreation space.

4. Discussion
4.1. Biological Activities and Natural Phenomena Influencing Diurnal Variation of the Soundscape

Humans tend to engage in recreational activities in natural environments, especially
in areas that contain water and plants [31]. These two conditions are simultaneously met in
urban forests located by the riverside. Forests are habitats for many creatures, especially
birds, which suggests that the biological and human activity cycle may influence the diurnal
variation of the soundscape [32].

Our findings showed that various biological and human activities are performed
at different time periods (see Figures 4 and 5). Between the period of 6:00 and 9:00, we
observed high SPL contributed by the following: a peak in birdsong activity, rush hour
traffic, and morning exercises performed by the locals (e.g., Tai Chi, ball games, and
running). We found that SPL decreased after 9:00 as several shops in the study area opened,
the number of morning exercisers decreased, and rush hour ended. Between noon and
late afternoon (12:00–15:00), we observed a gradual decrease in biophony. Then, there was
a second birdsong peak at dusk and an increasing number of visitors during this period.
Between 18:00 and 21:00, various commercial and human activities (e.g., walks along the
river beach, exercises, family activities, etc.) occurred that contributed to a high SPL.

Traffic roads are generally built along rivers in urban areas [33]. This is consistent with
our study area, and traffic noises outside our area were perceived at all times during our
study. In addition to the traffic noise, the sounds of broadcasts and ringtones, common
characteristics of urban parks, often occupy dominant positions in anthrophony [34].

Natural phenomena can influence the diurnal variation of the soundscape. As a
ventilation corridor, the Wulong River channel generates periodic winds to urban forests
located nearby the riverside, which promotes the soundscape occurrence of leaves rustling
and branches swaying [35]. Similarly, the water soundscape can be influenced by tidal
phenomena caused by the river. During our survey, the tidal phenomena of the Wulong
River included four tide processes: (1) the first low tide occurred from 0:00 to 6:10; (2) the
first high tide occurred from 6:11 to 11:20; (3) the second low tide occurred from 11:21 to
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18:40; and (4) the second high tide occurred from 18:41 to 23:30. The high and low tides
contributed to water soundscapes, which might be difficult to perceive if tidewaters were
over a long distance from the riverside. As tide direction is beneficial to conserving the
navigational energy of ships, the ships docked at the harbor followed the high tide in and
the low tide out [36].

4.2. Relationship of Soundscape Maps between Subjective and Objective Data

Figure 6 shows the complexity mechanism of soundscape maps in urban forests located
nearby the riverside, which is different from that of soundscape maps for non-waterfront
urban open space [37]. This complexity mechanism was reflected in the tendency toward
continuous distribution for perceived geophony. The tendency toward discontinuous distri-
bution for perceived biophony indicates that the effects of land heterogeneity play a role in
plant density and biological activities [38]. Our findings suggested that the perception value
of anthrophony in urban forests near riversides is higher than that of non-waterfront urban
open space, which indicated the optimization effect of water soundscape [39]. Interestingly,
there was a high value of perception for all soundscape elements (geophony, biophony, and
anthrophony) at the southwest corner of the study area. This area was not only the furthest
away from the entrance distribution space with the lowest SPL, but also included both
riverside and urban forest elements. Thus, we suggest that it is necessary and important to
plan a quiet space with riverside and urban forest elements (see Figure 7, right) through
further noise reduction design.

With the exception of biological activities, natural phenomena, and external traffic
noise, the number of paths and trails was also a potential driver for soundscape in urban
forests by the riverside. There was only one path in the beach recreation space, indicating
that open spaces may contribute to sound diffusion at trail paths [40]. The beach recreation
space was also less affected by sounds reflected from tree leaves on the ground, as the
sand in this area seemed to absorb the sound. Furthermore, birds do not tend to settle on
palm trees in beach recreation spaces, calling for consideration of plants that attract birds.
The open areas with a presence of non-paths (beach and platform) are the locations where
people mainly partake in recreational and commercial activities. Our findings showed that
the potential tolerance for anthrophony, which was generated during recreational activities,
contributed to a higher value of perceived anthrophony, which suggested a consideration
for maintaining the present soundscape.

4.3. Application of the Optimal Soundscape Map

Optimal soundscape intervals and guided mapping contributed to the optimization
of the study area. By observing normalized relationships, our findings showed that the
psychological value intervals of geophony, biophony, and anthrophony are optimized from
[2.6, 3.9], [2.3, 3.6], and [1.1, 2.3], to [3.3, 3.9], [3.0, 3.6], and [1.7, 2.3], respectively. This
suggested that the positive perception of geophony and biophony in urban forests near
riversides changed after optimization [41]. As there were traffic roads built nearby the study
area, there was a limited ability to optimize anthrophony throughout the site, suggesting
that we may need to appropriately increase plant density on the outer boundaries of urban
forests close to traffic roads to better optimize anthrophony.

We conducted the superposition and subtraction of the two figures when Figures 6a and 7
(right) were combined. Figure 8 shows the result of the SPL correction contributing to
optimal practice guidance. This figure suggests that sound environment optimization is
unnecessary when in urban forest space, which indicates a consideration for conservation
and maintenance. We also suggested that landscape designers optimize the SPL of the north
entry plaza and beach recreation space, which indicates considerations for noise reduction
and various soundscapes, respectively. Thus, we suggest that contributing government
managers and landscape designers should use both the optimal soundscape map and the
SPL correction map when proposing suitable design plans. If the optimal goal of the design
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plans were achieved, we could conduct the application of optimal soundscape maps again,
suggesting further optimizing the soundscape in urban forests.
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Some limitations may exist in our study. Although we tried to transform optimal
soundscape perception into a soundscape map for guidance in urban forests near river-
sides, the details of external traffic were not considered a key driver of soundscape inside
urban forests. Considering the difference in dominant tree species, results may show the
soundscape in subtropical cities, but the framework of soundscape optimization is adapted
to places where geophony, biophony, and anthrophony are present. Furthermore, diurnal
variation of visual and lightscape may potentially influence auditory attention, which
suggests a diurnal variation in the sensitivity variation of perceived soundscape.

5. Conclusions

Urban forests located near the sides of rivers are often exposed to the influence of
riverside traffic noise from freeways. We found that in terms of diurnal variation of
soundscape, biological activities and natural phenomena were potential drivers, especially
those from tidal phenomena that contribute to water and shipping soundscape. Soundscape
optimization was conducted in Fuzhou Beach Park in Fuzhou, China, which included
soundscape normalization, critical value determination, target interval of optimal SPL
determination, SPL modification, and mapping. We suggest combining both optimal
soundscape and SPL correction maps for sustainable design in urban forests. Cooperative
optimization of audio-visual interaction may need to be considered in future studies to
further conduct an optimal perception process for multi-sensory experiences.
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